
 

 

BEGINNER BICEP WORKOUT 

EXPERIENCE LEVEL; 0-6 MONTHS OR LESS OF CONSISTENT STRENGTH TRAINING  

MALE 

GYM WORKOUT 

PURPOSE: TO LEARN BASIC STRENGTH MOVEMENTS AND MUSCULAR CONTROL 

1) Alternating Standing Dumbbell Curls  

Execution: begin with palms and wrists facing each other,this is known as neutral position. Curl 

one dumbbell up at a time and simultaneously twist the palm and wrist directly up to contract 

the bicep muscle at the top of the movement. This ensures peak contraction. Lower dumbbell 

under control reversing the twist on way down and repeat with opposite hand. 

2) Reverse Ez-bar curls 

Execution: Begin by grabbing the short curved bar with an overhand wide grip. The grip should 

feel as natural as possible on the wrist. Standing straight up with perfect posture curl the bar up 

with both arms and keep hands pointed up to keep tension on the forearm while curling. At the 

top squeeze for brief second and lower weight under control until arms are fully stretched and 

relaxed, repeat motion.  

3) 21’s w/ Straight Bar 

Execution: begin with a short or Olympic size straight bar. This is not important so choose 

whatever you prefer. Standing tall with perfect posture again keep arms about shoulder width 

or slightly wider. Perform 7 repetitions to a halfway up mark(90degree elbow flex) and lower 

weight slowly. After 7 halfway up bring bar to top of motion and lower weight to only half way 

down. Perform 7 repetitions. Then finish by performing 7 full range of motion reps, for extra 

credit take this last part to total failure and do as many reps as possible with good form.  

 

The Breakdown 

 

1) Alternating Standing Dumbbell Curls(from warmup to last set each set become slightly 

heavier choosing a weight that makes you fail at target number of reps for the working 

sets. For the warm up sets pick a weight that does not cause failure at target number 

however still requires effort on your part) (rest 90seconds) 

2 warms up sets x 15, 15 

3 working sets 12, 10, 10 

 

2) Reverse Ez-Bar Curls (rest 60 seconds) 

1 warm up x 20  

3 working sets  x 15, 12, 10 

 

3) 21’s (rest 60 seconds) 



 

 

1 warm up x 21 

2 working sets  x21, 21 


